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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the work that has been done in the last decade or so in the
application of optimization techniques to vehicle design. Muchof the work reviewed
here deals with the design of body or suspension (chassis) componentsfor reduced
weight. Other papers dealing with system optimization problems for improved
functional performance, such as ride or handling, are also reviewed. The paper is
organized according to the types of application rather than constraints imposed or
the objective function chosen for an optimization process.

In reviewing the work on the use of optimization techniques, one notes the
transition from the rare mention of the methods in the 70's to an increased effort
in the early 80's. Efficient and convenient optimization and analysis tools still
need to be developed so that they can be regularly applied in the early design stage
of the vehicle development cycle to be most effective. Based on the reported appli-
cations, the paper attempts to assess the potential for automotive application of
optimization techniques. The major issue involved remains the creation of quantifi-
able meansof analysis to be used in vehicle design. The conventional process of
vehicle design still contains muchexperience-based input because it has not yet
proven possible to quantify all important constraints. This restraint on the part
of the analysis will continue to be a major limiting factor in application of
optimization to vehicle design.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past several years, significant mass reductions in the automotive fleet
have resulted from downsizing, better design of structural components, improved
configuration, and use of alternate materials. The role of optimization techniques
in aiding in one or more of the above tasks and during proper estimation or selec-
tion of optimumparameters in vehicles can be seen to be slowly increasing. This is
reflected in the numberof papers nowbeing published or submitted for publication
in the SAEor other automotive journals.

The use of the computer as a possible design tool was well understood as early
as 1965 by Dunseth (ref. I) as a meansof reducing problem-solving time. At that
time, the use of optimization techniques was at its very infancy. Only a very few
application papers employing this technique existed. The first few such potential
applications in the automotive field were in the design of suspension and vibration
isolaters. Bender (refs. 2 and 3) was one of the first who proposed the use of the
techniques for vehicle suspension design, and Wolkovitch (ref. 4) did the samefor
optimization of the mechanical system response under shock and vibration environ-
ments. However, it took several years for the optimization technique to makeany
significant debut in the structural areas relating to automotive design (refs. 5
and 6). During the early 1970's applications began to increase as the techniques
were applied to a numberof automotive structural components. Someof the suspen-
sion componentswere again the first to be studied due to previous familiarity with
them (refs. 7 and 8). Significant growth in the use of the techniques for struc-
tures has only been found in the late 1970's and the early 1980's whenquite a few
general purpose finite element analysis and design programs were madepublicly
available. References 9 to 23 outline someof the design-oriented computer programs
currently in use for structural design optimization.
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Although the topic of optimization is still new to manyworkers in the auto-
motive field, there are also expert users amongthe vehicle analysts and designers.
In the last few years, a numberof good general review papers have surfaced but none
dealing specifically with automotive design. Past reviews on optimization have
concentrated on such aspects as optimization techniques (refs. 24 to 28), con-
straints (refs. 25 to 32), elements used such as plates or beams (ref. 31) or design
approaches (refs. 4, 26, 27, and 32). Most of the applications referred to either
were standard benchmarkproblems (such as transmission towers) or were character-
istic mainly of aerospace structures.

2. REVIEWOFCURRENTAUTOMOTIVEAPPLICATIONS

In this section, various vehicle applications of optimization technology that
are reported in the literature are reviewed. The topics are covered in five
separate subheadings, namely, "Primary Structures, .... Chassis and Suspension,"
"Engine and Powertrain, .... Body Panels and Mechanisms," and "Vehicle Systems." The
last topic covers those areas which deal with the vehicle as a whole or in which
more than one vehicle subsystem is involved. The primary structures, which include
most of the thin walled beams, the body joints, and somepanels and bars, form the
"skeleton" of the vehicle body structure and function as the main load-carrylng
structures to satisfy the "global load" requirements. The structural components
included in thls subset are the upper and lower front rails, all pillars, rockers,
the roof rails and header, the floor tunnel, etc. (see fig. i). The other sub-
systems such as "Chassis and Suspensions" or "Body Panels" and the corresponding
reinforcements do not contribute significantly to meeting global load require-
ments. The design criteria for the body panels are generally governed by local or
regional structural requirements such as strength, oil canning, denting, etc.

Flg. 2 shows a breakup for massdistribution of a typical vehicle curb weight
(VCW= 2020 ib) in terms of the chosen subsystems. The total mass of the primary
structures is about 400 ib (20%of VCW). The miscellaneous items such as fuel,
battery, seats, etc. makeup the total curb weight.

2.1 Primary Structures

The primary structure or skeleton frame Is that portion of the body which is

composed of beam-like members carrying the major loads. Most of the work on PS

deals with the car body as a whole and has attempted to retain its significant

(basic) characteristics (refs. 5, 6, and 33 to 35). Some have oversimplified the

design problem by not considering the component's interactions or not including all

the important design criteria such as frequencies, stresses, displacements, and

buckling or slde constraints which result from packaging or manufacturing. A few

have estimated the total mass reduction potential for alternate materials based on

the "equal stiffness" substitution rule (refs. 36 and 37). The latter approach

ignores the fact that critical design criteria may change as new materials are

introduced and that the interaction of components may alter the expected mass
reduction.
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Others who have attempted a more advanced approach have either considered
multiple design criteria including stiffness, strength and frequency or have
included several important service loads (refs. 5, 33, and 35). The scope of model
fidelity and design variables in these studies was, however, limited. In particular,
simplified beammodels (see fig. 3) have been used which only approximately describe
the complex real vehicle structures. In addition, in all the studies reported in
references 34 and 38 only the beamgaugeswere varied; the heights, widths and
section shapes of the beamswere fixed. The sectional dimensions were relaxed in
reference 5, but the locations of the joints and their stlffnesses were fixed. In
reference 35, a more detailed beamand plate model (see fig. 3) was used for better
stiffness and massdistributions, but only the gauges of beamsand plate elements
were employed as design variables. The local design constraints for the panels
(plates) such as buckling, denting, etc. were ignored. This resulted in a design in
which most of the panels were driven to minimumgage; the gauges of the beams
remained the potent sizing variables.

2.2 Body Panels and Mechanisms

Double-layered panels are used in many car components, such as the deck lld,

hood, floor pan, fender, and quarter panel. Finite element simulation for their

analysis is not difficult since most of the outer panels can be idealized by an area

element (a plate or shell element), and the inner panels can be idealized by llne

elements. However, the use of optimization for panel design is still very rare

(refs. 39 to 48). Initial optimization attempts either did not consider all the

important design constraints or simplified the problems. For example, reference 39

only considered the weight reduction potential by material substitution or design

changes based on "equal" structural characteristics. Reference 40 used CONMIN for

optimization but limited the constraints to overall bending and torsion and design

variables to three parameters (to, ti, and b). (See fig. 4(a).)

Another study (ref. 41) of alternate materials considered eight design vari-

ables (see fig. 4) and three stiffness criteria (including edge bending) (see

fig. 5). A more complete set of design variables (13 to 16) based on inner rein-

forcements independence was considered in reference 44. (See fig. 6.) A more

practical set of constraints (dent resistance, stiffness, buckling and sprlngback)

were considered in references 43 and 46; however, the equations used were mostly

empirical and were difficult to extrapolate. Another alternate material study

similar to that of reference 39 was reported in reference 47 for metal-to-composlte

substitution. Besides the dimensions of the inner and outer panels, the locations

of the inner panels were chosen as design variables (ref. 48). (See fig. 7.) In

reference 45 the shape parameters of sheet metal structures were considered for

design against crush.

2.3 Chassis and Suspension

The design of a vehicle's suspension is generally a compromise among competing

design requirements aimed at satisfying comfortable passenger ride and good vehicle

road handling performance. Numerous optimization studies have been conducted on

suspension design (refs. 3, 7, and 49 to 64), shock and vibration isolation (refs. 4

and 65 to 73), impact absorption (refs. 72 and 74), and wheels (refs. 75 and 76).

In most studies, the main concern was that of selecting quantifiable measures of

vibration which directly affect ride or handling performance. Examples of these

measures of vibration include rms values of displacement, acceleration, rate of
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change of acceleration (jerk), and absorbed power. Other measures, such as movement
within the rattle space (without contacting bumpstops (ref. 62)), low dynamic load
between tire and road surface for good directional control and limitations on the
allowable rolling angle (ref. 53), and tire life, have also been of someconcern.
In the time domain analysis (or experiment) the rms values, for example, can be
obtained by

Ifot t_ I/p
rms (a) = ap (t) d

where "a" stands for any of the vibration parameters: displacement, velocity,
acceleration or jerk. Several such criteria have been used (refs. 60 to 63, 72, 73,
and 76) but the simulation models were often simplified for estimating "a" or llke
parameters.

Most investigators have considered the suspension design problem as an
idealized lumped sprlng-mass and dampersystem (see figs. 8 and 9 for two such
idealizations) and used multl-criterlon optimization, nonlinear programming
formulation or an optimal control theory, often with feedback capabilities. Bender
(refs. 2 and 3) and several others used a weighted sumof the quantities describing
ride comfort and subsequently minimized this single quantity. A few employedan
approach where these performance criteria were treated as independent functionals of
a multi-objective system (refs. 49 to 51). Optimal control theory was used in the
synthesis of an active suspension by Bender and others (refs. 3, 8, 53, 55 to 57,
60, and 64) and for vehicle suspension models by Haugand others (refs. 61 and 71).
Two recent publications are discussed here. Thompson(ref. 63) used a frequency
locus method to develop formulas for the optimum spring and damperrates in con-
ventional car suspensions. The analysis is based on a linear four-degree-of-freedom
model shownin fig. 8. The front and rear spring and damperrates (with a con-
straint on overall static stiffness) are obtained using the conjugate direction
method to minimize the weighted sumof the mean-squared tire forces on randomroads.

Haug (ref. 61) used an adjoint variable method to minimize the driver-absorbed
power on a nominal road, subject to bounds on absorbed power on a rough road, driver
peak acceleration over a discrete obstacle, suspension jounce and rebound travel,
wheel hop, and limits on design parameters. The analysis is based on a linear five-
degree-of-freedom model shownin fig. 9. Spring stiffness and damping coefficients
were chosen as design variables and optimal control theory was employed for
numerical optimization. There are also somestructural optimization studies on
chassis components, as opposed to the suspension system optimization discussed above
(refs. 75 and 76). Automobile wheels (refs. 75 and 76) and a rear suspension torque
arms (ref. 77) are someof the new applications wherein the importance of shape
optimization is explored for potential weight savings.

2.4 Engine and Powertrain

On the engine and powertrain side, the use of optimization started somewhat

late (1975). Engine control optimization, fuel economy and emissions received the

initial attention (refs. 78 to 84). Applications now exist in quite a few areas of

engine control and components design. A number of papers have considered deter-

mining the necessary engine mount parameters (mount locations, rates and mount rate

ratios) required to achieve a number of performance objectives (refs. 85 to 87).

Reference 85 considered the ride improvement and reference 86 considered the limits
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on vertical, pitch and fore/aft mode frequencies plus the decoupling of the modes of

vibration as their performance objectives for engine mounts. Other engine applica-

tions include design for low noise (ref. 88), unbalances (ref. 89) and engine

controls (ref. 90). The use of finite element analysis in component optimization is

considered in reference 91 for gasoline engines, in reference 92 for diesel engines

and in reference 93 for IC engine pistons. In reference 94 a continuously variable

transmission was designed to control emission for a given fuel, whereas in refer-

ence 95 the emission efficiency and power of five automotive fuels were compared in

one engine with standard transmission. Engine applications for fuel economy per-

formance and emission optimization can be envisioned as useful but none have been

reported in the literature.

2.5 Vehicle Systems

In this section we consider cases where the entire car is simulated using some

sort of mathematical model for use in optimization. In reference 96 a computer

simulation program, PROMETHEUS, developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA), was used. A pedestrian hazard index, which is estimated as

a function of forces and accelerations to which the pedestrian is exposed (called

EPIC), is minimized. The design variables were selected from the hood/grille/bumper

assembly, which was characterized using a skewed hyper ellipse

Y = I
7 + ml cose

where HL, HH, 8, and N were chosen as design variables.

In reference 97, some important design constraints dictated by specifications

were used; namely, the steering column displacement during crash was not to exceed

five inches (ref. 98) and the occupant injury index was kept below the specified

value (ref. 99). The weighted residual of the unsatisfied constraints was minimized

by varying sheet metal thicknesses andgeometry. Occupant injury, or the vehicle

crash severity index (VCSI), was simulated as a simple function of the passenger

compartment deceleration. In reference i00, vehicles were regarded as rigid bodies

and model equations of impact were derived from impulse/momentum balances,

equivalent coefficient of friction, and moment of restitution. The least-squares-

fit approach (ref. i00) was employed to fit experimentally determined velocity

components to the analytically derived equations of the vehicle collision model.

In reference I01, a methodology for optimizing design parameters for vehicle

safety is described. The methodology, which is based upon a limiting performance

design philosophy, characterizes changes in the structure and the restraint

system of an image vehicle which lead to progressive improvements in vehicle
crashworthiness.

Reference 102 proposes a preliminary design of front and rear body structures

by analytical and experimental evaluation of the impact strength and crash energy

capacity, followed by resizing of related members. Though the analysis may be

reasonable and the result may appear mathematically accurate, often the "design

criteria" used for the components in most of the studies (refs. 96, 97, and i00 to

102) fall short of practicality. References 103 and 104 are some of the earlier

(1970) uses of optimization to the design of front end and restraint sYstems ,

respectively.
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2.6 Other Components

In recent years, there has been noticeable interest in developing capability or

methods to attack new or more difficult problems in automotive design, especially

those relating to structural areas. References 77 and 105 to 108 outline some

typical but diverse developments. They include shape optimization (ref. 77),

general capability to obtain design sensitivity for any calculable response function

(ref. 105), procedures to optimize solid components (ref. 106) and the capability to

address multl-objectlve systems (those in which more than one design objective may

be present at one time) (ref. 107). Naturally, only a few typical examples of

automotive components, namely, rear suspension torque arm (ref. 77), composite wheel

(ref. 105), engine bearing cap (ref. 106) and connecting rod (ref. 107), are
included with each.

3. COMPLEXITY IN THE VEHICLE DESIGN PROCESS

The automotive design process is complex since it involves a number of con-

straints and design criteria which need to be considered for the design trade-off to

he meaningful. The constraints on vehicle design are many and some have not

received a quantitative underpinning (ref. 102). Cost is one of these and it is an

important attribute because it often involves elements such as alternate materials

fabrication, manufacturabillty (forming, welding, machining, casting), and assembly

procedures, none of which is easily quantifiable but may lead to significant changes

in the way the automobiles are currently built. In a second category, several

important vehicle attributes such as ride, noise, handling, vibration, etc., can be

included which do carry some analysis basis along with a vast experimental data

base. Nonetheless, most of these attributes have subjective elements (human

response is essential) and thus their design criteria are often questionable and

also appear difficult to extrapolate. A third class of vehicle attrlbutes---

appearance, style and interior arrangement, etc.---contain irreducible subjective

elements, which can only be quantified if accurate mathematical models for human

behavior are developed. This is a long-term proposal at best. In addition, some

areas relating to system behavior, such as occupant simulation in frontal and side

impact, have not yielded to reliable analysis. In these areas optimization will
remain underutilized.

On the structural side, however, there exist quite a few areas which have

yielded to sound and reasonable analytical bases (either numerical or closed form).

For such applications the design problem becomes a straightforward direct linking

process with an optimization counterpart. Many problems (such as static and dynamic

analysis for strength, stiffness, frequency and compliance) can easily be handled

through this process since they can be modeled using finite elements, for which

optimization linking may have been "generically" established. There are several

FEM-based programs which have established design optimization capability on a

general basis (refs. Ii to 13 and 18 to 20). Crashworthiness for automobiles is,

however, an exception because it has not yet received an established viable and

economical base for behavior characterization. The existing finite element theory

of shells and plates does not prove to be economical. Some authors have used

simplified system (rigid-body lumped mass) models for the simulation of a problem

such as frontal crush or side impact. They have, in many instances, coupled their

analysis models with the optimization programs for the purpose of obtaining their

new design parameters (refs. 96 and 97). The question of validity for their so-

called "optima," however, remains an issue. From the above discussion, it is
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apparent that it maynot be possible to comeup with a reasonable set of constraints
(all quantifiable) and a good set of criteria for problems such as vehicle crush
which can lead to a meaningful optimal design at the end. Developments in these
areas will be a key determinant in further progress in the utilization of optimi-
zation in vehicle design.

4. STATUS/TRENDIN OPTIMIZATIONTECHNOLOGY

4.1 Design Variables

Optimization studies in the automated design of structures can be classified

into four groups of design variables:

a. Size variables, which define the sizes (excluding lengths) of the

structural members

b. Geometrical variables, which are typically the spatial coordinates
of the intersections of the structural members

c. Materials variables, such as Young's modulus, density, etc.

d. Topological variables, which define the configuration---e.g., which

members are to be included in the structure and which ones are not

The overwhelming majority of the work in structural synthesis has involved only

sizing types of variables, and several extensive programs have been developed to

handle this general class of problem. Materials and geometrical variables have

received less attention, although a number of programs which include these variables

(refs. 13, 15, and 18 to 20) do exist. The difficulties with geometric variables

arise due to the inherent problems associated with changing geometry and the need

for looping the model generation algorithm within an optimization system. The

latter difficulties also appear common or even more pronounced with topological

variables but the topological variables differ with the rest of the above three in

one important way.

Topological variables by nature are discrete variables and, unlike continuous

variables, cannot be used with finite differencing. Therefore, one encounters

mathematical barriers while attempting to use a well-developed technique or an

optimization program based on a gradient technique with the rest of the variables.

Some nongradient techniques may prove useful. However, the literature on topo-

logical optimization within the finite element framework is sparse, and for

automotlve-related problems it is almost nonexistent. Most of the topological

optimization in real practice is performed using intuition and judgment, with

computer analyses and engineering/graphics often acting as helpful tools.

4.2 Generic Modeling

A recent technique called "generic modeling" (ref. 75) has been found to be

quite useful and suitable for this type of application. It lends itself to

incorporation as an integral part of an automated system, which is most critical

for the efficient use of optimization and design programs. The generic modeling

approach not only relieves the user of the burden of recreating the model, but also

cuts down model modification time (topology, geometry, etc.) substantially.
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Initially, generic modeling is slightly moreexpensive than the conventional
graphics system approach. However, the cumulative cost of conventional modeling
increases at a much faster rate as the numberof modeling changes increases during
the design process (fig. i0). Specific modeling cost comparisons for a wheel and
vehicle body structure are provided in reference 75. For example, after the body
structure model had been modified about ten times, the total cost of conventional
modeling was about 100%more than the corresponding cost of generic modeling.
(See fig. i0.) Although the generic modeling procedure has been applied to wheel
and simple body models, the fuel potential will only be realized by applying it to
the development of larger size models. Sucha versatile generic modeling procedure
will not be easy to develop because substantial efforts are necessary to model
complex body parts with lengthy logic and procedures. Attainment of such a pro-
cedure promises a large potential payoff, not only in reduced cost and efficient
structure, but also in providing a timely input to the vehicle design cycle.

4.3 Computer Programs

Most of the current general purpose computer programs (GPCP) either are based

on mathematical programming techniques (ref. 25) or use recursive design methods

obtained from optimality criteria (ref. 24). These methods enable the designer to

arrive directly at a solution that satisfies the provisions for strength, stiffness,

vibration, ride, handling, harshness, noise, safety and/or serviceability (as the

case may be) while making the most efficient use of materials. Much progress has

been made during the past quarter century since the direct methods of mathematical

programming were first applied to optimization problems of structural design

(refs. i and 24 to 32). The effort has led to the appearance of several textbooks

and useful developments (refs. 9 to 23) which provide a unified treatment of the

topic. These references are not complete, merely indicative. Most programs are

now equipped with schemes which may be approximate but minimize the number of calls

to the required analysis system in order to reduce the overall cost of total

optimization.

4.4 Constraint Approximations

The constraint approximation concept is one such popular scheme which is

commonly found in most present GPCP. The programs ODYSSEY (ref. 15), ACCESS

(ref. i0), PROSSS (refs. Ii and 12) and PARS (refs. 18 to 22) use a Taylor series

expansion, linear or reciprocal, in design variables (whenever appropriate) for the

constraints. A more general power form of constraint approximation is used in

EAL/PARS (ref. 22). This facilitates simulation of a number of constraints and

structural types, if present. Reference 22 also includes a new method for

collapsing a number of active constraints into a few representative equivalent

constraints without losing the essential nature of the original problem. The major

advantage of this approach is that design sensitivity vectors and constraint approx-

imations need to be calculated for only a reduced number of equivalent constraints.

For large problems, this often results in significant computational savings

(ref. _).

4.5 Optimization Algorithms

Optimization algorithms in most of the efficient computer codes are often

derived from first order methods, which require gradient information for the
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constraints and objective function. A numberof programs (ODYSSEY(ref. 15), OPUS
(ref. 13), PARS(refs. 18 to 20), and PROSSS(refs. II and 12)) use CONMIN,which
is a feasible directions algorithm (ref. 9), as an optimizer. EAL/PARS(refs. 18
to 20) has two optimizers, CONMINand a second one based on a variable penalty
method (VPM)which uses SUMT(Sequenceof Unconstrained Minimization Technique)
with a modified Newtonmethod. The required information of the second derivatives
in Newton's methodis supplied approximately but explicitly as a function of first
derivatives and their initial values (ref. 21). The method, therefore, is designed
to provide a second-order convergence rate at a cost no higher than what is usually
required for the flrst-order methods.

4.6 Design Sensitivity

Design sensitivity computations are probably the most expensive ventures of any

optimization technique. Most GPCP, therefore, tend to include this capability in

one form or the other. The efficiency, of course, depends upon their mode of

linking and the sensitivity technique used (ref. 105). It is now widely believed

that the cost of gradient computations through analytical means is the most

economical, though the procedure differs with the number of active constraints and

design variable ratios. (See ref. 105.) Finite differencing is considered to be

the most expensive method for calculating sensitivity.

5. POTENTIAL FUTURE AND PROSPECTS

From the foregoing discussion, it is indicative that progress in optimization

and sensitivity capability (especially in structural areas) has improved signif-

icantly. With the ability to handle any design variable, as specified by "generic

modelling" (ref. 75) and increased efficiency (ref. 21), the cost of optimization is

becoming a "less serious" barrier to application. Adequate "quantification" of the

associated constraints and "clear-cut" definition of the design criteria remain

major stumbling blocks for the widespread use of optimization. Until it is possible

to quantify (at least crudely) most of the important constraints that we encounter

today in automotive design, the prospects for optimization as an integral part of

the design process appear uncertain and may remain so for the foreseeable future.

Design sensitivity will perhaps remain a major mode of design iteration, with

"analysts" serving as a major input source to decision making (refs. 105 and 108).

This is because most of the important constraints are experience based (often

subjective), and adequate quantification has not been well enough established to

seek automation. An important near-term outgrowth of recent developments in optimi-

zation technology is that this process (i.e., sensitivity calculation) can now be

accomplished much more efficiently. Thus, the input of analysis to design is

becoming more timely and valuable. The capability to apply optimization to various

systems will grow at a steady pace and the CAD/CAM interfaces to design will become

more popular and automated. The availability of more efficient optimization systems

and programs will grow commercially. In addition, with the exploding computer

technology and cost of hardware declining, the computational cost for design and

optimization will continue to be a less severe barrier to medium or moderately large

size applications. Thus, we might expect more utilization of optimization with

graphics and "man-in-the-loop" modes of operation.
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Design with topological variables (such as configuration or appearance) will
continue to be done on a "one-at-a-time" basis. A topology is first selected based
on the understanding of the design requirements and packaging, and its shape,
geometry or sectional parameters are then optimized. This maynot be as efficient
as one would find in a "simultaneous" design mode, but the process is likely to stay
at least until the stage arrives when, through advances in the field of artificial
intelligence, the designer will be able to put his thoughts into a computer
language.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It has not proved possible to quantify all the important constraints, such as
ride, NVH(noise, vibration, and harshness), and manufacturabillty, that need to be
considered in the design of automotive vehicles for overall system goals. This
limitation on the part of the analytical basis will apparently continue to set the
pace for the use of optimization.

On the structural side, the trend in the use of advanced techniques in vehicle
design is away from methods tailored to specific componentsand shapes and toward
methods that can handle material and shape changes in design for a numberof com-
ponents. For modeling, this trend manifests itself with the use of generic modeling
or similar methods which reduce the time requirement or eliminate user interfaces.
For the analysis part, the trend is toward the use of finite element or similar
discretization techniques. For the design part, the trend is away from costly trial
and error modesof approach and more toward the use of design sensitivity and/or
general numerical optimization algorithms.
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Figure I •

PS

Division of vehicles into six subsystems: primary structures (PS),

body panels (BP), engine and powertrain (EP), suspension and chasis

(SC), reinforcement and fixtures (RF), and miscellaneous (fuels, seats,

battery, etc.) (MS).

Figure 2.
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(a) Typical simplified beam model. (Adapted from refs. 5 and 15.)

(b) Typical beam/plate model. (Adapted from ref. 35.)

Figure 3. Beam models for optimization.
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(a) Double-layer panel.
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(b) Finite element model (32 plate elements, 20 offset beam elements, no. of design

variables = 8) (ref. 41).

Figure 4. Mathematical models for optimization with alternate materials.
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Figure 5. Frequently used stiffness design criteria for double panel.
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Figure 6. Finite element model.
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Figure 7.

--GRID LINE FOR OUTER PANEL

--GRID LINE FOR INNER PANEL

Half model of truck decklid (38 beams, 196 plates, number of design

variables = 4) (ref. 48).
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Figure 8. Linear half vehicle model (four degrees of freedom) (ref. 63).
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Figure 9. Linear half vehicle model (five degrees of freedom) (ref. 61).

(a) Vehicle body models derived using generic approach.

Figure i0. Generic modelling approach.
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Figure i0. Concluded.
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